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Fig. 1: Côte française des Somalis (CFS) around 1960; from Poinsot 1964
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The «Barrage de Djibouti», from migration barrier to identity building
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At the beginning of 1967, gendarmes mobiles (military forces specialised in
the maintenance of order) were sent from France (2, then 4,Dereje
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Feyissa
Markus Virgil H
men each). The Barrage was partially destroyed in February 1967Resources
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Fig. 4: Map of the Barrage,
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23rd 1967, during a “National Defence Council” meeting, General Charles de
Gaulle decided that “the expulsion of Somali foreigners is to continue to be
organised, the Barrage around Djibouti is to be rebuilt and reinforced”
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the and Western
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Fig. 5: Design of the Barrage, diagram by the author
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crossing attempts, according to rules that changed over time (i.e. to shoot at
people approaching, trying to cross, who succeeded, who failed
andFeyissa
went back,
Dereje
– Markus Virgil H
at all times, at night only, etc.). The authorised crossing points wereResources
controlledin the Horn of
by the Gendarmerie and local militia (300 recruits).
(SZÉLINGER Balázs)
The Barrage was supported by the French (High-Commissioner) and
Djiboutian authorities (local government of Ali Aref, then Mohamed Kamil).
On independence day, in June 1977, the Barrage was “suspended”. But as soon
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wereUniversity, 15 M
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From Ambivalence to Acceptance
at the Barrage;49 31,078 persons were controlled between May 25th and June
in Ethiopia,
19th 1975,50 and 16,520 persons were rejected at the Barrage; in January
1976, University of
(Andreas
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the History and C
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In March 1967, the second referendum rejecting independence
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followed by a new repressive episode which resulted in a new appendix to the
Barrage: the foreigners’ accommodation centre (centre d’hébergement pour
étrangers).53 After the combings (ratissages), arrested people were jailed in La
Poudrière, at the border of the Barrage. On March 23rd, about 5500 persons
A Journey
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were locked up in this place, a thousand of them women, whilst
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Did the gold of the Aksumites or
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49 SHD-G 2007 ZM1 051 001.
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50 CAC 940163/54.
The reality of the Barrage

CAC 940163/26.
CAC 940163/27.
53 In France, in 1964, a warehouse was purchased by the administration at Arenc, in the port of
Marseille, for the same use. In 1981 it became the first official «centre de rétention
administrative» (Nicolas Fischer [2007], La rétention administrative dans Selected
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were quite aware that there was no legal foundation (fondement juridique) for that
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them women). Somalia having announced that it would refuse to receive the
Conference
deportees, they were brought by night, in groups of some
hundreds, Reports
to desert
areas beyond the border, to bypass the Somalian authorities’ decision.56
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About the
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Djiboutian rumour tells of thousands 166
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deaths. At the beginning of the 1970’s, for instance, the legionnaires were
saying in town that they killed at least one person every night.57 Yet the
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“All have been provided with water, food and tissue” (Tous ont reçu de l’eau, des vivres et du tissu)
(CAC 940163/26).
57 Even at the time of independence, Der Spiegel (27/6/1977, p. 103) mentioned the attracting
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to this reference.
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these numbers are underestimated, the report of thousands of deaths appears
even more unsure. As an explanatory hypothesis we canDereje
propose
that –the
Feyissa
Markus Virgil H
rumour is part of the Barrage: to exaggerate its dangerousness increases
Resourcesitsin the Horn of
efficiency.
(SZÉLINGER Balázs)
This hypothesis is reinforced by the fact that the military has a personal
interest in lowering the real number of deaths. France being a state of law,
capital crimes have to be submitted to justice; the killers being military, they are
th
The 18Commander
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to be judged by a military Court. By consequence, “the Superior
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General regularly gave, upon advice of the Prosecutor of the Marseille
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Indeed, the legal insecurity caused by the Barrage explains the regular demands
coming from high military authorities to suppress it. Outside of periods when
public order is disturbed, during which the authorities can adopt measures
limiting the exercise of public freedom, “once order is re-established, this
measure has to stop lest it become an ‘assault’ answerable before the courts”.62
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The Barrage had no legal existence, no legal text sanctioned it, it didn’t
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correspond to any administrative or national boundary, andDid
its the
crossing
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63
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not be considered illegal – but it was possible to die from it.
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CAC 940163/54, note of /3/1974, 5 deaths: 1 by shooting, 4 “par artifice”.
Le Général Commandant Supérieur a régulièrement rendu, sur avis du Commissaire du Gouvernement près
le Tribunal Permanent des Forces Armées de Marseille, des ‘déclarations qu’il n’y avait lieu à poursuivre’.
(CAC 940163/79, note of 24/3/1968). Those judicial archives remain to be explored.
62 L’ordre rétabli, cette mesure doit cesser sous peine de constituer une ‘voie de fait’ justiciable des tribunaux
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of it. Legally,
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The Barrage did not prevent an increase of Djibouti town’s population. It was
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to the and
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national space
and
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inconnu au fichier gendarmerie, n’était porteur aucune pièce identité”.
64 Support légal et juridique est nul (CAC 940163/79, note du 17/11/1967).
65 Une solution juridique aux problèmes que pose l’existence dudit barrage (CAC 940163/79, letter from
ministre des DOM-TOM to Garde des Sceaux, 15/1/1970).
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became independent in spite of the Barrage. The report of this failure was
regularly made by the authorities: in 1973, “illegal” entries
wereFeyissa
estimated
Dereje
– Markus Virgil H
68
between 7000 and 20,000 a year, and the number of “clandestines”
in townin the Horn of
Resources
around 45,000.69 This observation was most often counterbalanced
by the Balázs)
(SZÉLINGER
remark that it would have been worse without the Barrage. Consequently,
modifications were regularly proposed to make the Barrage “sharper” and
“more efficient“, but the changes proposed only produced new failures.
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